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Abstract Land conversion is one of the major global

changes that threaten population viability. As with many

industrial activities, quarrying highly modifies land cover,

destroying previous habitats but also creating new condi-

tions potentially supporting functioning and connectivity of

pioneer species. Using a multi-landscape and -temporal

approach, we assessed the impact of quarrying on the

genetic diversity of two amphibians with contrasted eco-

logical constraints: the common toad (Bufo bufo) and the

natterjack toad (Bufo calamita), favouring vegetated

and pioneer environments, respectively. The study was

conducted across six areas of ca. 250 km2 each. Mixed

effect models were used to determine which landscape

features affect the genetic diversity of the two species.

These analyses were performed at three time points (1940s,

1970s and 2000s). Genetic diversity of B. bufo was found

to increase with the area of semi-wooded and herbaceous

vegetation, and decrease with the area of roads and

urbanized areas. Genetic diversity of B. calamita increased

with the area of bare ground and of quarries, and decreased

with the area of dense woods. We found no effect of

quarrying on B. bufo, unlike for B. calamita in which

genetic diversity was favoured by quarrying at all three

time-points. Despite having similar generation times, B.

bufo’s diversity was best explained by 1940s landscape and

that of B. calamita by 2000s landscape. This study

enlightens the genetic conservation value of quarries for

pioneer species and the possible delays between landscape

changes and their effects on the populations of some, but

not all, species.

Keywords Landscape genetics � Bufo bufo � Bufo

calamita � Reconciliation ecology � Land conversion �
Biodiversity

Introduction

Genetic diversity is one of the fundamental levels of bio-

diversity. It influences a number of ecological processes

(Hughes et al. 2008) and provides the raw material that

allows species to adapt to changing environmental condi-

tions (Frankham et al. 2010). Genetic diversity is therefore

especially important in the context of adaptation to global

changes. Besides mutational processes, genetic diversity

depends mainly on population size and gene flow (Leimu
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et al. 2006): decrease in population size results in lower

genetic diversity through increased genetic drift, whereas

incoming gene flow is a source of genetic variability.

Genetic diversity thus encapsulates both population

demography and landscape connectivity, the main pro-

cesses by which anthropogenic land conversion may affect

population functioning and viability.

Anthropogenic land cover conversion is currently

acknowledged as one of the major drivers of genetic ero-

sion worldwide. Through habitat loss and fragmentation,

land conversion reduces overall habitat availability and

favours the isolation of suitable patches (Wilcox and

Murphy 1985; Hanski 1999; Fahrig 2003). This leads to

decreased environment quality and loss of landscape con-

nectivity (i.e., the degree to which a landscape facilitates or

impedes movements among resource patches; Taylor et al.

1993). In Europe, intensive anthropogenic land conversion

is mainly driven by urbanization, development of trans-

portation infrastructures, intensive farming and logging

(Martino and Fritz 2008). While the impact on genetic

diversity of many of those activities has been extendedly

studied (e.g., urbanization: Blanchong et al. 2013; infra-

structure transportation: Epps et al. 2005; forestry: Dixo

et al. 2009) others remain unknown, as is the case for

quarrying activities.

Quarrying, the industrial extraction of mineral materials

used in construction, impacts small areas at the regional

scale (e.g., less than 1 % of French national territory,

Barnaud and Le Bloch 1998), but high activity concen-

tration can result in severe modifications of land cover at

the local scale (e.g., valleys). Extracting activity results in

the replacement of the original ecosystems by bare soil,

with increased dust, noise and traffic, and may by this way

degrade the local environment (Clements et al. 2006; Berhe

2007; Lameed and Ayodele 2010). Resulting topsoil is

generally thin, nutrient-poor and compacted: successional

processes cannot proceed and are stuck at early stages of

colonization. Interestingly, though, these profound altera-

tions result in the creation of xeric and pioneer habitats.

Artificial walls, bottom, barren terraces, installation plants

and stocks have been observed to attract specialist species

in every taxa: invertebrates (Brandle et al. 2000; Benes

et al. 2003), amphibians (Rannap et al. 2007), birds

(Kovacs 2001; Voetzel et al. 2008) and flora (Novak and

Konvicka 2006). In addition, operating gravel pits often

generate mosaics of waterbodies that spread across dozens

of kilometres and may act as refuge for threatened fresh-

water fauna and flora (Santoul 2000; Santoul et al. 2009).

Also, after exploitation, portions of quarrying sites are

rehabilitated (for environmental, visual and safety reasons)

into a large panel of ecosystems including heathlands,

wetlands or forests (Schulz and Wiegleb 2000; Bzdon

2008; Tropek and Konvicka 2008). This diversity of

specific ecosystems gives quarries a high potential for

biodiversity conservation. Nonetheless, the effects of

quarries on genetic diversity have not been investigated yet

and remain unclear: on one hand quarrying could be det-

rimental to species sensitive to industrial impact by

increasing the fragmentation of their habitat, while, on the

other hand, it could benefit pioneer species through the

creation of new habitat and enhanced connectivity. In this

study, we assessed the effects of quarries on genetic

diversity relative to the effects of other landscape features

in two amphibian species with contrasting ecology.

Whereas land conversion potentially threatens all taxa,

amphibians undoubtedly constitute one of the most

impacted ones (Cushman 2006; Hof et al. 2011). This

sensitivity is mainly due to their poor dispersal capacity

(Sinsch 1990; Smith and Green 2005), specific habitat

requirements (Karraker and Gibbs 2009), and complex life

cycle involving spatially distinct breeding and foraging

habitats (Pope et al. 2000). Our two study species are the

natterjack toad (Bufo calamita), a specialist of pioneer

habitats, and the common toad (Bufo bufo), which favours

densely vegetated environments. To provide a complete

diagnostic of the effect of particular landscape elements on

population functioning, it is highly recommended to use

comparative approaches involving species with distinct

biological requirements, multiple landscapes and taking

land use history into account (Holzhauer et al. 2006;

Zellmer and Knowles 2009; Goldberg and Waits 2010).

We hence conducted our study at six distinct sites in

France, characterized by contrasted landscapes in terms of

land use and quarrying activity. We also used several

temporal representations of the landscape (i.e., mid 1940s,

1970s and 2000s), to account for potential delays in the

effects of landscape changes and their effects on genetic

diversity. We predicted quarries to have a negative impact

on the genetic diversity of the species favouring forests (B.

bufo), and a positive effect on the pioneer natterjack toad

(B. calamita).

Materials and methods

Study species

The common toad (B. bufo) is a widespread anuran in

Europe. It can be observed in a large panel of terrestrial

habitats such as hedgerows, pastures or suburban gardens,

but shows preference for forests, both for home-ranging

and for dispersal (Denton 1991; Denton and Beebee 1994;

Hartel et al. 2008; Janin et al. 2009). High mortality has

been observed in open and sandy areas such as those

encountered in active quarries (Denton and Beebee 1991,

1994), illustrating its vulnerability to arid and poorly-
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vegetated habitats (Romero and Real 1996). Breeding is

more conditioned by landscape quality than pond quality

and configuration (Scribner et al. 2001; Hartel et al. 2008).

If dispersal distances have been recorded up to 3 km

(Smith and Green 2005), migration distances usually fall

within 50–1,600 m (Glandt 1986; Sinsch 1989). Adults

exhibit high site fidelity (79–96 % of adults return to the

pond they used the previous year; Reading et al. 1991),

suggesting that dispersal events are mainly due to juveniles

(up to 20 % of the toadlets disperse away from their native

pond, Schlupp and Podloucky 1994; Cooke and Oldham

1995). Generation time is around 3 years (Halley et al.

1996).

The natterjack toad (B. calamita) is an endemic species

of central and western Europe that shows strong speciali-

sation to poorly-vegetated habitats such as coastal mead-

ows, dunes or heathlands. Breeding occurs in shallow

ephemeral ponds with low nutrient levels (Denton 1991;

Beebee 1983; Romero and Real 1996). Sandy soils are

preferred because of the possibility to dig burrows, which

decreases the risk of desiccation (Denton and Beebee

1994). This species also exhibits high fidelity to breeding

areas (Sinsch 1992, 1997; Denton and Beebee 1993), and

most dispersal events seem to be performed by juveniles

(Sinsch 1997). Higher movement speed and distance by

toadlets have been observed on open habitat (Stevens et al.

2004), where perception and hunting are more efficient

than in densely-vegetated conditions (Denton and Beebee

1994). However, forests seem to be preferentially used by

toadlets for dispersal (Stevens et al. 2006). The range of

dispersal distances is larger than that of B. bufo, as maxi-

mum distances of up to 4 km were most often recorded

(Smith and Green 2005) and occasionally up to 12 km

(Sinsch et al. 2012). Generation time is thought to be

around 3 years (Rowe et al. 2000). The overall decline of

natterjack populations across Europe is largely due to the

dramatic loss of breeding habitat, which forces this species

to colonize substitution environments such as quarries,

construction sites or port areas (Eggert and Miaud 2004;

Stevens et al. 2006; Rannap et al. 2007).

Study sites

The study was carried out at 6 sites located in northern

France and that showed contrasting landscapes and quarry

densities (Fig. 1 and supplementary material S1). All sites

are rural landscapes with relatively low human densities.

They also exhibit similar overall flat topography, with low

average elevations (ca. 10–140 m). The northernmost sites-

Anneville (A), Poses-Bouafles (P) and Guernes (G) are

spread across the Seine river valley, where balanced pro-

portions of forests and farmland characterize the landscape.

The Seine has a channelized riverbed. The site of Larchant

(L) is located in the southern limit of the wide forested

continuum of Fontainebleau and the beginning of the open-

field plateau of the Beauce. In the very center of the Be-

auce, Voves (V) shows a homogeneous open-field land-

scape. The southernmost site Bonnee (B) is located in the

Loire valley, characterised by balanced proportions of

forests, farmlands but also semi natural heathlands on the

banks (a result of non-channelized riverbeds).

Sampling

We sampled fertilized eggs and larvae during the springs of

2011 and 2012. To minimize sib-effect, we collected eggs

from distinct clutches, and when possible larvae in separate

ponds: females of both species generally lay one clutch

every year (Denton and Beebee 1996; Hitchings and Bee-

bee 1998) that is fertilized by one single male (Banks et al.

1994; Hitchings and Beebee 1998). Once collected, we

reared clutch fragments in the laboratory at 20 �C until

tadpoles were larger than 1 cm. Individuals were eutha-

nized and stored in 70 % ethanol at room temperature.

Genetic data collection

We extracted DNA from tissue samples using the Nucle-

oSpin� 96 Tissue Kit (Macherey–Nagel) following an

automated processing on a robotic platform epMotion 5075

(Eppendorf). We tested fifteen species-specific microsat-

ellite markers for B. bufo (Brede et al. 2001) and eighteen

for B. calamita (Rowe et al. 1997, 2001; Rogell et al.

2005). Five PCR procedures were required (see details in

supplementary material S2). After extensive tests with

different PCR protocols, we retained eleven markers for B.

bufo and thirteen for B. calamita (supplementary materials

S2). The samples were genotyped using an ABI PRISM

3130 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems). We

screened allele sizes relative to standard marker LIZ 500

(Applied Biosystems) using GeneMapper v4.0 (Applied

Biosystems).

Genetic data quality

We controlled genetic data quality following Carlsson et al.

(2004). Each run of 96 PCRs included eight positive con-

trols with known genotypes to control for potential con-

tamination and electrophoresis conditions. We checked

genotypes for high null allele frequencies, stuttering and

large allelic dropout with MICRO-CHECKER v2.23 (Van

Oosterhout et al. 2004). We tested linkage disequilibrium

between all pairs of loci using GENEPOP v4.2 (Raymond

and Rousset 1995; Rousset 2008). Markov chain parame-

ters included a dememorization step of 10,000 iterations

followed by 1,000 batches of 10,000 iterations each. We
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evaluated deviations from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium

using GENEPOP v4.2 (Rousset 2008). Significance levels

were calculated with the Markov chain method, with

10,000 dememorization steps, and 100 batches with 5,000

iterations per batch. We accounted for multiple compari-

sons in linkage disequilibrium and Hardy–Weinberg tests

by calculating the P values adjusted for FDR (False Dis-

covery Rate) with the R function fdrtool for R v2.13 (R

Core Development Team 2013).

Because siblings could remain in the samples despite

our cautious sampling procedure, we used COLONY v2.0

(Wang 2004) within each sampled pond to completely

avoid sib-effect. For each pair, COLONY computed the

probability of being full-sibs and half-sibs, which allows

excluding related individuals for further analyses. Fol-

lowing Wang (2004)’s recommendations, each analysis

was performed three times using the same information,

with different seed numbers in order to avoid convergence

problems commonly observed with maximum-likelihood

estimation. We obtained identical family structures in all

cases.

For each site, we calculated the mean numbers of alleles

per locus (Na), numbers of effective alleles (Ne), allele

frequencies, and observed (Ho) and expected (He)

Fig. 1 Location of the 6 sites (A, B, G, L, P and V), distribution of the quarries (in grey) within each site and sampling sites (grey circles:

B.calamita; white circles: B.bufo)
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heterozygosities using GENALEX v6.5 (Peakall and

Smouse 2005). FIS, and its statistical significance (Weir

and Cockerham 1984) were calculated in FSTAT v2.9

(Goudet 1995).

Analysis of the genetic structure of the two species

We first assessed the genetic structure of our dataset, in

order to verify the relevance of performing the genetic

diversity analyses at the scale of each site. We estimated

global FST between ponds and their statistical significance

(Weir and Cockerham 1984) with FSTAT v2.9 (Goudet

1995). We carried out Bayesian clustering analyses

implemented in STRUCTURE v2.3 (Pritchard et al. 2000).

Because the assignment of individuals has been shown to

be sensitive to small sample sizes (Evanno et al. 2005), we

excluded ponds with less than 10 individuals from those

analyses. For each data set, we performed 10 replicate runs

with a burn-in of 150,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) iterations followed by 106 iterations for values of

K ranging from 1 to 10. We used the admixture model with

correlated allele frequencies and the locprior option (Hu-

bisz et al. 2009). This model uses the sampling location

information to constrain the prior distribution for each

assignment of individuals. The locprior option tends to

outperform classical models when the actual structure is

weak, and shows robustness to misdetection of wrong

structures correlated with sampling locations (Hubisz et al.

2009; Hoffman et al. 2011; Moura et al. 2012). We

determined the most likely values of K using the Evanno

et al. (2005) method implemented in the program

STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl and vonHoldt 2012).

We used CLUMPP v1.1 (Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007)

to find optimal alignments of our 10 replicate cluster

analyses. We finally used DISTRUCT v1.1 (Rosenberg

2004) for cluster visualization.

Effect of landscape composition on genetic diversity

We investigated which landscape features-with a special

emphasis on quarries-affect the genetic diversity of the two

study species. We assessed genetic diversity through the

allelic richness within each pond as implemented in the

ARES package (Van Loon et al. 2007) implemented in R

v2.6 (R Core Team 2013). ARES counteracts the bias due

to the strong dependence between genetic diversity and

sample size by estimating allelic richness from accumula-

tion curves. The curves estimate the expected number of

unique alleles in a population for a given sample of indi-

viduals with 95 % confidence bounds. This method is more

powerful than the intensively used rarefaction approach

because it uses all valuable information from the original

genetic data set (Van Loon et al. 2007). The number of

bootstrap runs performed to calculate confidence bounds

was set to 200. The accumulation curves were calculated

for a maximum number of individuals of 100. After visual

inspection of the graphs, sample size was set to n = 15 for

B. bufo and n = 6 for B. calamita, which allowed us to

extrapolate estimates before the curve asymptotes as rec-

ommended by Colwell et al. (2004).

We performed spatial autocorrelation analyses to assess

the spatial scale at which landscape effects on genetic

diversity had to be investigated. Such analyses assess the

degree of genetic similarity among individuals separated

by varying geographic distances. Significant autocorrela-

tion at a distance class means that individuals separated by

distances included in that class are more genetically similar

than expected by chance. Visual inspection of correlograms

(graphs of autocorrelation coefficients for the different

distance classes) hence allows the detection of the spatial

Table 1 Land cover classes used in this study

Class Description

Landscape outside quarries

Bare ground Natural non-vegetated areas and dirt tracks

Herbaceous

vegetation

Meadows, heaths and lawns

Farmland Ploughed land and market gardening areas

Railroad Railroads

Roads Mineralized roads

Urban Densely urbanized and residential areas,

landfills and working areas

Wetlands Marshlands, streams, lakes and pond systems

Woodland-dense Densely forested areas

Woodland-

medium

Shrubby areas, semi-wooded moors, forested

parks and orchards

Landscape within

quarries

Quarry Total area modified by quarrying

Bare ground Non-vegetated working and rehabilitated areas,

extractive zones, treatment plants, aggregate

stocks and tracks

Herbaceous

vegetation

Spontaneous and rehabilitated herbaceous

vegetation including meadows, heaths and

lawns

Farmland Rehabilitated ploughed lands and market

gardening area

Railroad Rehabilitated railroads

Roads Rehabilitated mineralized roads

Urban Rehabilitated densely urbanized and residential

areas, landfills and working areas

Wetlands Rehabilitated marshlands, streams, lakes and

pond systems, extractive lakes and tailing

ponds

Woodland Spontaneous and rehabilitated densely forested

areas, shrubby area,s semi-wooded moors,

forested parks and orchards
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scale at which gene flow occurs, and hence the most

appropriate scale for the analysis of small-scale landscape

effects on genetic structure. We performed these analyses

with GENALEX v6.5 (Peakall and Smouse 2005) with

1 km distance classes (the finest scale with sufficient

sample size). We performed tests for statistical significance

using 1,000 random permutations and bootstrap estimates.

Next, we estimated the area of 18 different classes of land

cover within 2 km buffers around each pond (the buffer size

was based on the results of the autocorrelation analysis, see

Results) (Table 1). Those classes represented the major

natural and anthropogenic features composing the study

landscapes, and especially quarries. We estimated the total

area of quarries and of the different types of elements within

their perimeter of activities to test both the global effect of

quarrying and the particular effect of each type of rehabili-

tated land. Because the spatial configuration of ponds may

strongly influence effective dispersal in amphibians (e.g.,

Arens et al. 2007), we also assessed a connectivity index of

ponds. We used CONEFOR SENSINODE v2.6 (Saura and

Pascual-Hortal 2007a, 2007b) and its ArcGIS extension

CONEFOR INPUTS to compute the Integral Index of

Connectivity (IIC) of all potential breeding ponds within

each buffer zone. The IIC is a graph-based index that takes

into account patch area and the topological distance between

them (Pascual-Hortal and Saura 2006). This index was only

computed for B. bufo since B. calamita mainly breeds in

small ephemeral ponds which configuration varies widely

across time (Beebee 1983), making the inference of their

locations from aerial photographs very difficult and irrele-

vant. We used a threshold dispersal distance of 2 km based

on autocorrelation analysis.

To account for potential delays in landscape changes

and their effects on genetic structure, we estimated land-

scape composition around the ponds at three distinct time

points separated by ca. 10 generations for both species: mid

1940s (1946–1949), 1970s (1969–1974) and 2000s

(2003–2013) (the years varied slightly among sites

depending on land cover data availability, see supple-

mentary material S1). To estimate their area within the

buffers around ponds, we digitized landscape features by

visual analysis based on black and white aerial photographs

ranging from 1:25,000 to 1:30,000 scale and a resolution of

40 cm for the first two time points (IGN, BD Prises de vues

aériennes �), and real-colour geographically corrected

aerial photographs at a 1:5,000 scale and a resolution of

50 cm for the most recent one (IGN, BD Ortho �). We

excluded opposite riverfronts from our sites in the Loire

and Seine valleys since large rivers can be considered as a

complete barrier to toad movements (Janin et al. 2009).

We used linear mixed effect models to quantify the

contribution of quarrying and of the rest of the surrounding

landscape on genetic diversity of both B. bufo and B.

calamita. Mixed effect models allow analysis of nested and

pseudo-replicated data such as those from sample sites

exhibiting spatial autocorrelation. In our case, allelic

richness in ponds from the same site are expected to be

closer to each other than they are with ponds from other

sites (i.e., spatial pseudo-replication). Instead of building

separate models for each site, mixed effects models allow

simultaneous analysis of the whole data set that incorpo-

rates the spatial autocorrelation. We treated the areas of the

18 land cover classes and the connectivity index as fixed

factors and the sampling location as a random factor.

Following Zuur et al. (2009), we used top-down model

selection with Maximum Likelihood based AIC model

comparison and Restricted Maximum Likelihood model

validation. Log transformation and square-root transfor-

mation of the explanatory factors were used when neces-

sary. Final validation was based on visual observation of

the model residuals. All models were fitted using the nlme

package (Pinheiro and Bates 2000) implemented in R

v15.3.0 (R Core Team 2013).

Results

Data quality

In total, 1083 B. bufo and 957 B. calamita were sampled.

Due to the lack of breeding ponds, the V area was not

successfully sampled for B. bufo nor the G and L areas for

B. calamita. COLONY analyses resulted in the removal of

101 sibs for B. bufo and 222 sibs for B. calamita. Our final

data set was hence made of the genotypes of 982 B. bufo

individuals and 735 B. calamita individuals, distributed in

respectively 51 and 39 ponds, with sample sizes ranging

from 5 to 41 individuals per pond, and averaging 19 indi-

viduals per pond for both B. bufo and B. calamita (Sup-

plementary material S3). Within sites, distances between

nearest neighbour ponds ranged from 0.3 to 5.2 km for B.

bufo, and from 0.5 to 8.4 km for B. calamita; the maximum

distance between ponds from the same site was 41.6 km for

B. bufo and 43.4 km for B. calamita.

We found strong evidence for null alleles at four loci for B.

bufo (Bufo_15, Bufo_39, Bufo_62, Bufo_65) concerning

four of our sites and two loci for B. calamita (Cala_12,

Cala_3a) for all sites. After re-amplification of all homozy-

gotes, only loci Bufo_15 for B. bufo and Cala_12 and

Cala_3a for B. calamita showed evidence for null alleles in

more than two sites. These loci were removed from the

analyses.

No pair of loci showed significant linkage disequilibrium

after correction of P values for multiple comparisons (all

P [ 0.05, results not shown). Significant deviations from

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium were found in B. bufo for
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Bbufl49 and Bbufl65 in the B area, and for both species

over all loci in each area, except in A for B. bufo (results not

shown). This disequilibrium is most likely due to Walhund

effects due to substructure in the dataset (as shown below)

and a moderate frequency of null alleles which remained for

Bbufl65 in the B area (frequency = 0.060).

In the end, 10 and 11 loci were retained respectively for

B.bufo and B. calamita. The mean number of alleles per locus

across sample sites ranged respectively from 13.4 to 18.2 for

B. bufo and from 5.9 to 8.9 for B. calamita (Table 2).

Analysis of the genetic structure of the two species

FST levels were similar in the two species except in site P,

where genetic differentiation was particularly high

(FST = 0.135) for B. calamita but remained low for B. bufo

(FST = 0.025) (Table 2).

STRUCTURE analyses revealed two clusters in the data

set (B. bufo: DK2 = 88.96; B. calamita: DK2 = 811.11;

Supplementary material S4), matching the limits of the

main river drainages: A, G, L and P for the Seine, and B

and V for the Loire (not shown). A second level of struc-

ture was detected, where each cluster matched the sites

(five clusters for B. bufo and four for B. calamita) (Sup-

plementary material S4). We therefore considered our sites

as effective genetic units for further analyses.

Effect of landscape composition on genetic diversity

The corrected allelic richness per pond averaged per sam-

ple site ranged respectively from 73.5 to 82.6 for B. bufo

and from 36.1 to 40.9 for B. calamita (Table 2). For both

species, the sites located throughout the Seine valley (i.e.,

A, G, P) showed the lowest number of alleles (Table 2).

Autocorrelograms revealed significant spatial correlation

among genotypes for geographic distances less than 2 km

for both species in all but 1 site (Fig. 2): in P, r-values

remained positively significant up to 3 km for B. bufo and

4 km for B. calamita. Based on those results, we chose a

buffer size of 2 km for the genetic diversity analyses.

For B. bufo, genetic diversity was best explained by

landscape at the oldest time point. The best model, based

on the 1940s landscape, included three landscape features:

the area of dense woods and herbaceous vegetation, both

positively correlated with allelic richness, and the area of

roads, negatively correlated with allelic richness (Table 3

and Fig. 3). For the 1970s landscape, model selection

retained three landscape features as well: the surfaces area

of semi-wooded areas and of herbaceous areas showed

positive relationship with allelic richness whereas urban-

ized areas were negatively correlated. The final model for

the 2000s landscapes only included wetland areas, a factor

that was not significant in the 1940s and 1970s models. The

connectivity index was not retained in any of the three

models, as well as for all within-quarry habitats.

For B. calamita, the 2000s landscape best explained its

current genetic diversity. The final model included three

landscape features: the area of dense woods, negatively

correlated with allelic richness, the areas of bare ground

and the total areas of quarries, both positively correlated

with allelic richness (Table 3 and Fig. 3). Off-quarry bare

ground was marginally non-significant in the 2000s model,

though. The models for 1940s and 1970s included the same

variables, except for the area of dense woodlands, which

was not kept in the 1970s model. Similarly to B. bufo, no

correlation were found for all within-quarry habitats

For both species and for each three time points, graphs

depicting the significant relationships between land cover and

genetic diversity are presented in Supplementary Material S5.

Discussion

Genetic diversity mostly depends on effective population

size and incoming gene flow (Frankham et al. 2010).

Focusing on genetic diversity hence provides a good

diagnostic of environmental quality (through its effects on

population sizes) and landscape connectivity (through its

effects on gene flow).

Different landscape features affect B. bufo and B.

calamita

Our results matched well the known habitat preferences of

B. bufo. In this species, population connectivity is usually

Table 2 Summary statistics of genetic diversity within sample sites

Site N Na Ne Ho He Fst FIS Ar

B. bufo

A 135 13.4 6.74 0.727 0.780 0.045 0.071* 74.21

B 302 18.2 7.39 0.746 0.818 0.057 0.090* 82.60

G 156 14.0 6.43 0.727 0.756 0.022 0.042* 73.54

L 168 16.0 6.76 0.775 0.776 0.020 0.005* 80.32

P 219 16.3 6.36 0.744 0.775 0.025 0.064* 75.23

B. calamita

A 185 5.9 3.13 0.579 0.583 0.035 0.009ns 37.96

B 274 8.9 3.18 0.608 0.632 0.037 0.039* 40.93

P 130 6.7 3.37 0.543 0.623 0.135 0.132* 36.11

V 146 7.3 3.55 0.620 0.632 0.045 0.023* 40.83

N is the sample size, Na the mean average number of alleles, Ne the

average effective number of alleles, Ho the observed heterozygosity,

He the expected heterozygosity, FIS the inbreeding coefficient and

associated significance of Hardy–Weinberg deviation (*: P \ 0.05; ns

not significant), and Ar the averaged allelic richness corrected for

sample size
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thought to be positively affected by forest cover and her-

baceous land and negatively affected by mineralized areas.

Indeed, the first two elements have been recognized as the

species habitats for home-ranging and dispersal (Denton

1991; Denton and Beebee 1994; Scribner et al. 2001;

Hartel et al. 2008; Janin et al. 2009), whereas high pro-

portions of artificial land have been known to act as a

barrier to its movements (Hitchings and Beebee 1998). In

our analyses, a positive influence of dense and semi-dense

woods was found in the 1940s and 1970s models, respec-

tively. A negative influence of mineralized areas was

detected through the effect of roads in the 1940s model and

the effect of urbanization in the 1970s model. In addition to

resistance to movements of the mineralized areas, roads

and urban areas support car traffic that could cause dra-

matic B. bufo mortality during dispersal and seasonal
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Fig. 2 Correlograms showing genetic similarity among individuals

(r) in relation to the distance among them, based on a distance class

size of 1 km, for B. bufo and B. calamita, in each site. Dashed lines

represent 95 % confidence intervals of the null hypothesis (r = 0) and

error bars represent the 95 % confidence limits of r
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migration (Beebee 2013). Although roads with low traffic

are excellent hunting places, with warmer temperatures at

night than in the surroundings, only their negative effect

predominated in our results.

While wetlands have been observed to sometimes

enhance the connectivity among B. bufo populations (Piha

et al. 2007), the statistical signal of that landscape element

in the 2000s models is probably an artefact rather than a

truly influential factor. In particular for the site L, the two

ponds L3 and L21 are suspected to have an overpropor-

tional effect in the models because their high genetic

diversity values stand out from the others (Supplementary

Material S5). The leverage calculation for both ponds

confirmed the suspected artefact (i.e., for i = 1, n popula-

tions, hi [ 4/n). This would explain why wetlands

appeared as significant when they were the only factor in

the model, as was the case for the 2000s models (wetlands

were also significant if they were the only factor in the

1940s and 1970s model (1940s: p = 0.0166, AIC =

299.86; 1970s: p = 0.0039, AIC = 297.14) but were not

retained in the final 1970s model).

For B. bufo, we did not find an effect of pond configu-

ration at any time point. The patches considered in the

configuration analysis include many quarrying lakes.

Although such ‘‘super-ponds’’ support 65 % of the sampled

ponds for B. bufo, they form large and deep contiguous

structures (e.g., up to 322 ha in one piece) that may act as

barriers for poor swimmers such as B. bufo (Denton 1991).

Moreover, total quarrying areas showed no significant

influence on genetic diversity in B. bufo, despite the fact

that they account for both high vehicle traffic and areas of

bare ground.

Our results also matched our expectations based on the

biology of B. calamita: genetic diversity was negatively

affected by the area of dense woods, and positively

affected by bare grounds and quarries. It is interesting to

note that, unlike for B. bufo, the same landscape variables-

except for dense woodlands-were retained in the final

models of the 1940s, 1970s and 2000s. This could be due to

the fact that those landscape elements were spatially cor-

related over time. Bare ground soil was especially large

and influential in the B site (Fig. 3), where alluvial deposits

of the Loire river create large sandy habitats restricted to

the same river loops. Similarly, quarrying has spread

around historic sites and was restricted to sand and gravel

placers.

Our study sheds light on the influence of quarries on

fragmentation and biodiversity maintenance. Quarries

showed no deleterious effects on B. bufo genetic diversity.

This may be because (1) the quarrying area was relatively

small in the 1940s and 1970s (i.e., mean quarrying area

within 2 km buffers \ 5 ha in the 1940s and \ 65 ha in

the 1970s), and as a result the land conversion impact of

quarrying may have been too limited to be detected at these

time points. Alternatively, (2) quarries may have provided

suitable habitats, favouring both demographic and gene

flow processes, that would have compensated for the

potential negative effects of bare soil or wide contiguous

lakes that are found within quarries. Indeed, in 1940s and

1970s the amount of open and mineralized areas, which are

unsuitable for B. bufo, represented less than 51 % of the

total quarry areas, while the rest consisted of a mosaic of

habitats suitable for home-ranging and dispersal (e.g.

wetlands, grassland, shrubby and dense woodlands).

In the case of B. calamita, quarries were positively

correlated with genetic diversity in all models. This sup-

ports our hypothesis that quarries can constitute pioneer

environments that favour B. calamita, in particular through

enhanced home-ranging and breeding (Kovacs 2001; Vo-

etzel et al. 2008). Unfortunately, we were unable to iden-

tify the type of within-quarry habitat that enhances B.

calamita genetic diversity. This may be due to the quick

turnover of land use inside quarries. Indeed, in our sites the

combined processes of extraction and rehabilitation often

caused more than 10 ha/year of land use transfer, which

accounts for 10 % to 100 % or more of the original quarry.

Consequently, the three time points we used did not allow

us to capture the dynamics of land use change, and there-

fore identify all effects associated with landscape compo-

sition within quarries.

Table 3 Landscape variables selected in the final model of allelic

richness of B. bufo and B. calamita with corresponding delta AIC (the

difference in AIC between the model considered and the most par-

simonious one), estimates and REML fitted P-values

Time scale DAIC Landscape variables Estimate P value

B. bufo

1940s 0.000 Herbaceous vegetation 1.28493 \0.001

Roads -2.33231 0.0073

Woodland-dense 0.23057 0.0213

1970s 1.881 Herbaceous vegetation 0.94343 \0.001

Urban -0.82906 0.0018

Woodland-medium 0.73850 0.0034

2000s 13.394 Wetlands 0.86126 0.0058

B. calamita

1940s 6.782 Bare ground 0.98413 0.0085

Quarry 1.22629 \0.001

Woodland-dense -0.19684 0.0451

1970s 3.130 Bare ground 1.395288 0.0043

Quarry 0.601288 \0.001

2000s 0.000 Bare ground 0.74776 0.0316

Quarry 0.46055 \0.001

Woodland-dense -0.14100 0.0958

Variable names as in Table 1
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Temporal scale of landscape effects on genetic diversity

Our analyses showed that the 1940s landscape best

explained B. bufo’s genetic diversity whereas the 2000s

landscape was the most predictive for B. calamita. In all

study sites, landscape changes were stronger between the

last two time points (i.e., 1970s–2000s). For example, the

area of herbaceous vegetation surrounding ponds was

reduced by 7 % (8 ha) between the 1940s and the 1970s,

and by 21 % (i.e., 85 ha) between the 1970s and the 2000s.

Urban areas increased at similar rates for both time inter-

vals, i.e., by 49 % (i.e., 37 ha) between the 1970s and the

2000s and by 44 % (i.e., 20 ha) between the 1940s and the

1970s, but newly urbanized surface areas were doubled

between the last two time points. In the same way,

quarrying was much more intense during the most recent

time period (i.e., 4 890 ha excavated) rather the oldest one

(i.e., 2 130 ha excavated). Hence, the most recent and

intense landscape change was shown to match best the

genetic diversity of B. calamita whereas that of B. bufo was

best explained by the oldest landscape. Two non-exclusive

hypotheses can explain this difference.

First, landscape dynamics have affected differently the

preferential dispersal habitats of the two species. Since the

1940s, herbaceous vegetation has been constantly reduced

whereas urban areas have increased, two drivers which

probably resulted in a loss of connectivity for B. bufo. On

the contrary, B. calamita may have benefited from a global

gain of connectivity since quarrying increased dramatically

throughout the two time periods. Parallel to this, it may
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take dozens of generations to reach equilibrium between

genetic drift and gene flow after a fragmentation event,

whereas only one generation is sufficient to detect migrants

(Crow and Aoki 1984; Varvio et al. 1986; Frankham et al.

2010). Thus, the temporal discrepancy between our focal

species could be linked to the global evolution of the

landscape in regards to their preferential dispersal habitats.

Second, genetic drift operates more slowly in large

populations than in small ones (Frankham et al, 2010). B.

bufo being more abundant than B. calamita in our study

sites, its genetic structure may therefore respond more

slowly to changes in gene flow and demography due to

landscape changes (e.g. Gauffre et al. 2008). Under that

second potential explanation, our results would suggest that

the landscape changed faster than genetic composition in B.

bufo between the last two time points (i.e., 1970s–2000s).

Again, these conclusions underline the importance of

time scale in landscape genetic studies, as previously

highlighted by several authors before (e.g., Orsini et al.

2008; Epps et al. 2013).

Quarries can counteract natural habitat losses

for pioneer species

We showed here that quarrying can favour the genetic

diversity of a pioneer species, B. calamita, and therefore

may positively support the viability of its populations. This

raises the potential role of quarries as substitution zones for

home-ranging, breeding and dispersal habitat for this spe-

cies. This role may become essential in areas where natural

habitats have largely been replaced, such as valleys with

channelized riverbeds and intensive anthropogenic land

use. For example, this may be the case in the Seine basin:

quarries support 71 % of existing breeding sites of B.

calamita while natural habitat only accounts for 11 %. Our

results further support the idea that quarries may also be

beneficial in less disturbed sites such as the site B from the

Loire basin (Fig. 3). Hence, quarries do not only represent

a ‘‘second-choice’’ for B. calamita but may also play a role

when natural habitat is available. Interestingly, breeding of

B. calamita in quarries mainly occurs in active zones

despite additional mortality of juveniles and adults due to

truck movement, stock transfer, dust emission and aggre-

gate extraction. Indeed, active sites represented 70 % of the

ponds in which we were able to collect B. calamita, and

support large populations that contribute to gene flow. The

extreme conditions encountered in operating quarries may

drastically reduce competition and predation risks. In par-

ticular, they would be sufficient to stop colonization by

competitors such as B. bufo (Denton and Beebee 1994).

However, extractive activity could generate strong selec-

tion pressures on B. calamita that would necessitate its

adaptation. The positive effect of quarrying on B. calamita

genetic diversity may facilitate such adaptation, mitigating

demographic decline. Large genetic diversity would favour

evolutionary rescue and thus population survival (Gonzalez

et al. 2012).

Similar to B. calamita, numerous endangered species

have been observed to seek refuge in active quarries (e.g.,

plants: Lythrum thymifolium; invertebrates: Oxygastra

curtisii; reptiles: Lacerta lepida; amphibians: Bombina

variegata; birds: Burhinus oedicnemus; (Voetzel et al.

2008)). These are generally ruderal species occurring in

early successional stages, and competitively weak species

living in nutrient-poor habitats. Quarries, by providing

good-quality habitat and, sometimes, favouring genetic

diversity, may support the long-term conservation of pioneer

species. However, conservation strategies also have to focus

on other groups of species likely to be negatively impacted

by quarrying. Our results based on B. bufo genetic diversity

suggest that this impact could be mitigated if habitats of

different nature were maintained at intermediate propor-

tions. This paradox advocates for further research to

understand the consequences of quarrying effects on com-

munity composition, dynamics and evolution.

Conclusion

Our study showed that landscape composition affected

genetic diversity in B. bufo and B. calamita. Landscape

change seemed to operate at different time scales on these

species, confirming that the reconstruction of landscape

history is essential before any inference. Our results sug-

gest new insights on genetic conservation and long-term

management of quarries. No effect of quarrying was found

for B. bufo, presumably due to the joint effect of a time lag

between landscape and genetic processes and of antago-

nistic effects of within-quarry habitats. However, we found

a positive effect of quarry sites on the genetic diversity of

B. calamita, suggesting that this activity may contribute to

B. calamita’s conservation despite heavy anthropogenic

disturbances. From a broader perspective, long-term con-

servation strategies of endangered pioneer species should

take into account the positive influence of this industrial

activity, for example when deciding the type of rehabili-

tation to be applied to quarry areas after exploitation.
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